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Here today, gone today

At first glance, innovation and nov-
elty are pretty much the same. But on
closer inspection, they require very
different operational skills and brand
strategies and it's dangerous to con-
fuse the two.

The perceived wisdom is that
brands have to innovate to stay ahead
of the game, so marketing directors
must spot and adapt to customer
trends as they emerge. Or must they?

Ten years ago, Faith Popcorn pub-
lished her bestselling book Clicking.
She announced the discovery of 17
trends, which she called "long-lived
forces that are shaping our society and
shaping our future". These included:
cocooning, clanning, fantasy adven-
ture, pleasure revenge, anchoring,
egonomics, female think, mancipa-
tion, 99 lives, down aging and icon-top-
pling. Ten years on, how many have
really shaped your brand's trajectory?

Over recent weeks, Trendwatch-
ing.com has been marketing its latest
report. Trends 2008. It investigates
over 20 trends, including the 'really
rear and the 'unreal' (where the fake
or the make-believe 'really excites'
consumers); 'story ingredients'; 'uber
obscure' (having what nobody else
has); MIY (make it yourself); 'in-
speriences' (using professional grade
gizmos for day-to-day consumer functions); 'bling endurance';
'status despair' and so on.

But just how important are these 'trends'? And why stop at
20? You can even buy a book called The 100 Best Trends: Emerg-
ing DcDelopments You Can't Afford to Ignore. Yet if you gave seri-
ous attention to even half of them, you would have no time to
do anything else.

By contrast, when Amazon chief executive JefT Bezos was
asked how he prioritises his company's efforts in a world of
rapid change, he said he focuses on "things that won't change".
It's unlikely, for example, that in 10 years' time customers will
want higher prices or slower, less reliable deliveries, he
observed. So if Amazon keeps on developing 'flywheels' that
improve these aspects of its service, "10 years from now it'll
be spinning faster and faster".

So just how important are 'consumer trends' when it comes
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to staying close to customers? Of
course, for some brands, novelty is
key. If you're not 'in', you're out.
Demonstrating 'in-touchness' is also
more important for some aspects of
the brand-building process than oth-
ers. Advertising agencies earn their
keep by finding new ways to say old
things, for example. So for them,
trendspotting may be an important
aid to effective communication. Exam-
ining trends in other categories or geo-
graphic markets can also be a useful
way to rise above the daily mundan-
ities of your own particular category
It's a way to keep fresh and alert.

On the other hand, there are prob-
ably only a tiny handful of trends that
truly fit Popcorn's requirements of
having long-term, society-changing
substance. Candidates for this include:
the changing role of women in soci-
ety, growing environmental aware-
ness, changing family structures and
changing patterns of time use.
They're the opposite of 'trendy'. They
unfold slowly, reach very deep and
seep into everything most brands do.

We have to remember the mis-
aligned incentives that drive the
trends industry For consultants and
agencies, prowess at trendspotting has
become akin to a peacock's tail: daz-

zling proof of one's fitness as an insight provider but with lit-
tle further use. Just an advertisement, in other words.

If you're in husiness to sell trendspotting, guess what? The
more trends you can spot, the better. If there aren't enough
trends around (because real trends take years to mature), you
have a strong incentive to invent new ones or to exaggerate
wisps and eddies and call them gales.

Most brands probably only have a handful of trends they
really need to worry about. The rest are a distraction from
Bezos' wise advice. It's far better to focus attention and
resources on a few key customer requirements that won't alter
over time than chasing 'trends' that are always changing.

In other words, as with all strategy, the trick lies in the vast
amounts of stuff you choose to ignore. It is, after all. the only
way you can really focus. •
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